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The size of "el mercado negro" or black market in Nicaragua is unknown, but analysts' estimates
range from less than one-third to more than one-half the size of recorded economic activity.
Underground transactions cover the gamut from essential food and clothing to machine parts.
Examples of common black market activities follow: Manufacturing workers leave the job with
pockets stuffed with goods they made that day. Out on the street, they can sell them for many
times the price charged at government-run stores, where supplies are limited. Workers show up
briefly at their regular jobs and quickly leave to "moonlight" by selling goods or doing other work to
supplement government-set salaries. Service station managers illegally sell extra gasoline coupons
to their customers, at double the government-established price. An unofficial market in US dollars
thrives, recently bringing 9,800 Nicaraguan cordobas, for each greenback, well above the 6,800
offered by government exchange houses. The government also offers dollars for 70 cordobas each if
they are to be used to import essential goods. The Nicaraguan economy has been severely disrupted
by the war with the contras, the US trade embargo, the scarcity of foreign aid and the weakness
of world prices for such Nicaraguan exports as cotton. Inflation is high, running last year at 657%.
The minimum salary, set by the government, is 27,700 cordobas a month barely enough for a few
quarts of milk on the black market. Shortages of basic goods are common, and costs vary sharply.
The government distributes 54 products to consumers at subsidized prices, including such staples
as cooking oil, soap, sugar, salt and rice. Some are channeled to government-run stores that serve a
wide variety of workers, who show special cards to enter and then can buy only a limited quantity
of the available supplies inside. For example, each consumer has a monthly allowance of three bars
of bath soap, two rolls of toilet paper and a tube of toothpaste, and salaried workers are allowed
two pairs of shoes, a pair of pants and a shirt every six months. Anything beyond that, consumers
must buy in the government-supervised and more expensive free market, or on the black market. A
quart of mild recently cost 600 cordobas at government stores and, consumers said, as much as 6,500
on the black market. Rice can go for as little as 140 cordobas a pound at the subsidized price and as
much as 700 elsewhere. Scarce cooking oil, which carries a subsidized price tag of 200 cordobas a
quart, soars up to as much as 10,000 on the black market. "The Sandinistas tolerate it because they
know (the economy) cannot survive without it," said a Western European diplomat, who spoke on
condition of anonymity. "It is uncontrollable." (Basic data from AP, 08/30/87)
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